Name ___________________________________

A or An Worksheet
Using a or an in a sentence
Item 4548

A or An
Use a if the next word begins with a consonant sound.
Use an if the next word begins with a vowel sound.
Write a or an to complete each sentence.
1.

We saw ______ elephant at the zoo.

2.

Sue brought _____ apple to her teacher.

3.

Our family stayed in _____ hotel on our vacation.

4.

Yesterday I saw _____ ant hill.

5.

Texas is _____ large state.

6.

Please look that word up in ____ Spanish dictionary.

7.

John will put on _____ old shirt before he begins to paint.

8.

Jill will pull the toddler in _____ wagon.

9.

I use _____ umbrella when it rains.

10. Mother placed the flowers in _____ vase.
11. They need _____ oven for their new house.
12. We landed on _____ island.
13. Dad will put _____ engine in the old car.
14. Sam will use _____ axe to chop firewood.
15. Martin has _____ blue and white tie.
16. Julie and Justin talked to _____ teacher about their project.
17. She went to get _____ open bottle of sunscreen.
18. Neal wrote _____ article for the school paper.
19. They saw _____ camel by the river.
20. We will wait no longer than _____ hour.
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A or An Worksheet Answer Key
Using a or an in a sentence
Item 4548

A or An
Use a if the next word begins with a consonant sound.
Use an if the next word begins with a vowel sound.
Write a or an to complete each sentence.
1.

We saw an elephant at the zoo.

2.

Sue brought an apple to her teacher.

3.

Our family stayed in a hotel on our vacation.

4.

Yesterday I saw an ant hill.

5.

Texas is a large state.

6.

Please look that word up in a Spanish dictionary.

7.

John will put on an old shirt before he begins to paint.

8.

Jill will pull the toddler in a wagon.

9.

I use an umbrella when it rains.

10. Mother placed the flowers in a vase.
11. They need an oven for their new house.
12. We landed on an island.
13. Dad will put an engine in the old car.
14. Sam will use an axe to chop firewood.
15. Martin has a blue and white tie.
16. Julie and Justin talked to a teacher about their project.
17. She went to get an open bottle of sunscreen.
18. Neal wrote an article for the school paper.
19. They saw a camel by the river.
20. We will wait no longer than an hour.
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